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Introduction:  The so-called shock melt veins ob-
served in numerous chondrites are analogous to pseu-
dotachylites. These veins are actually sheets (vein-like
in cross-section) of material that was locally melted
and then quenched via conduction to surrounding
cooler material. Recent studies have shown that the
observed vein mineralogy constrains the pressure his-
tory of a vein as it solidified [1,2,3,4]. Simple one-
dimensionsional heat flow calculations provide an es-
timate of the cooling history over the vein width. For a
~1 mm-wide vein, the vein center will solidify about
0.05 s after the edge solidifies. If the vein mineralogy
is constant across the vein, one may infer that the pres-
sure did not vary greatly over the solidification time.
The vein mineralogy of Tenham, for example implies a
pressure duration > 0.05 s  within the narrow range of
18 GPa to 25 GPa [5]. Although a variety of mecha-
nisms for vein formation are plausible, it has been
suggested that veins containing high pressure phases
formed on shock arrival via shock interactions around
cracks and pores. [6] Simple energy balance consid-
erations imply a pre-shock crack porosity of ~0.08 in
the appropriate region of the Tenham parent body.

Modeling Impacts on a Parent Body: Based on
the simple flat plate impact model one would predict
that the shock conditions inferred from Tenham vein
mineralogy could correspond to a relatively low ve-
locity (~ 2km/s) collision between 2 bodies of ~ km
size. Alternatively, Tenham could have been located at
sufficient depth in a larger parent  body to permit at-
tenuation of the peak pressure from a much higher
velocity impact. We used the Autodyn 2-D wave
propagation  code to calculate a variety of impacts on a
Tenham parent body.  The model impactors were disc-
shaped, rod-shaped and spherical with  volumes
equivalent to a 800 m radius sphere. The parent body
was modeled as a 20 km radius hemisphere. Impact
velocities spanned the range of 2 km/s to 7 km/s.  To
provide sufficient resolution, we used a SPH cell size
of 20 m., for a total of ~ 200,000 cells.

Results:  Code calculations for the disc-shaped
impactors could be directly compared with analytic
calculations of the flat plate impact; agreement be-
tween the two validates the code calculations.  Calcu-
lations for the rod-shaped and spherical impactors
showed that the pressure decay at the point of impact
was much more rapid than one would predict from the
flat plate model.  For an impact velocity of ~ 5 km/s,

Tenham-like conditions ( 18-25 GPa for ~0.1s) would
be achieved at depths of 1-1.5 km in the parent body.
These calculations scale.  If durations up to 1 s in that
pressure range were required, the impactor would have
to be equivalent to an 8-km radius sphere and the
depths in the parent body would be 10-15 km.
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